
In this unit, you shall 
��understand how to make greetings, introductions and 

responses;
� practise listening for specifi c information;
� distinguish sounds such as /i�/ and / /, /r/, /l/ and 
/n/;

� recognise diff erent names involved in greetings and 
introductions.

Learning Objectives

Unit 1
Greetings and 
Introductions
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Task 1
Listen and complete the following dialogues.

Dialogue 1

A: Hi, Michael, _____________________?

B: Pretty good. How are you ________, ________?

A: _______________, thanks.

Dialogue 2

A: Hello, I�m Sally. Glad to meet you.

B: Hello, Sally. My name�s ________. Where are you from? 

A:  I�m from Singapore. And this is my ________ Irene. She�s in the same ______________ 
with us. 

C: Hi, ______.

B: Pleased to meet you, Irene.

Dialogue 3

A:  Professor Smith, I�d like to ______________ Allen to you. This is my _________, Allen. 
And Allen, this is my ____________________________, Professor Smith.

B:  How do you do, Professor Smith? Henry 
always tells me that he enjoys your ________ 
very much. It�s my great pleasure to meet 
you.

C:  Nice to meet you, Allen. So are you an 
_________ major, too?

B:  No, I major in ______________ science. But 
I like English a lot.

Listening SkillsA

Vocabulary
major  n. ጆᄽǗččጆᄽڦბิ

v. ዷႪčč
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Task 2
Listen to the statements and match the information you hear by drawing lines 

between the columns.

NAME PLACE MAJOR

Raymond California journalism

Sarah Hong Kong English

Emily Long Island chemistry

John Michigan

Task 3
Listen and underline the words you hear in each of the following pairs.

1. /i:/ /�/

      seen sin                    

      peak pick                   

      feet fit

      The farmer has a big meal. The farmer has a big mill.

      The heels are too high. The hills are too high.

2. /r/ /l/ /n/

       read lead need

       right light night

       rock lock knock

       You took the long one. You took the wrong one.

       I didn�t know his name. I didn�t know he�s lame.

/i /স/�/䘩᭛ٯݹ䴟Ƞࣽ/i /䴟ᬢ喏㜸ᅂ១̷咫喏㜸ݹ䘔ऽ

㚙ᅩ䛻៘䊣喏⇍ᰵᦕᨒ喏ୠਲ਼ऽ͐䓥Ѥᐬ喏ᒎȠࣽ/�/䴟
ᬢ喏㜸ݹ䘔ऽ㚙៘䊣喏̷㚙⼹⼹̷ಮ喏̶̷ਲ਼ͷ䬠ᐬᓃ℀ࣽ

/i /ᬢჩȠ/r/᭛ࢣ㜸䴟喏/l/᭛㜸ӓ䴟喏/n/᭛呧䴟Ƞ

Pronunciation

Vocabulary
journalism n. ႎ࿕

Long Island  ڜǄႜአฉຌᇀெࡔ౨

ሀዝڦᅃևݴǅ

MichiganǄெࡔǅၶߵዝ
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Divide into groups and have a discussion on the following questions.

1. What do you often say when you greet your friends?

2.  Do you think people in English-speaking countries greet each other the same way as we 
Chinese do?

Task 1
Listen to the statements and choose the best response to what you hear.

1. A. Yeah, I like sunny days, too.

 B. OK. My name�s Jack.

 C. Fine, thank you. And you?

 D. Nice to meet you, Simon. 

2. A. Yeah, what a lovely day today!

 B. Hey, guys.

 C. OK. My name�s John.

 D. How do you do?

3. A. Nice meeting you.

 B. Where are you going?

 C. How do you do?

 D. Good afternoon.

4. A. I�m " ne, thank you.

 B. OK. My name�s Mike.

 C. How are you?

 D. Good morning.

Core Listening

Listening Practice

Pre-Listening      

B
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Task 2
Listen to the dialogue and answer the following questions.

1. What does Jessica want to do?

   ____________________________________
____________________________________

2. Can she do that right now? Why or why not?

   ____________________________________
____________________________________

3. Where should Jessica go next?

  _____________________________________

Task 3 
Listen to the monologue and answer the following questions.

1.  Who is Donald Trump?
  Donald Trump is the _________ real estate 
developer in _____________. 

2.  What happened to Donald Trump thirteen 
years ago?

  He was _____________________________. 
But he fought back and later he won.

3.  How many Americans are arriving for the 
chance to be Donald Trump�s apprentices?

  ____________________________________

Vocabulary
register v. ጀ֩Ǘکऻ

registration n. ጀ֩Ǘکऻ

Vocabulary
real estate ׂںݝ

agency n. پฆ

liner n. ӬऐǗۨذ

resort n. ඁኮںǈႩ्ںǈں

apprentice n. ბ

entrepreneur n. ഓᄽॆ
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Task 4 
Listen to the passage and decide whether the following statements are true or 

false. Write T (true) or F (false) in the brackets.

( ) 1.  Your self-introduction can help leave a good first 
impression on the interviewers.

( ) 2.  There is a ! xed format on what makes a good self-
introduction.

( ) 3.  Relevance is a key point when you introduce 
yourself.

( ) 4.  The speaker doesn�t think that body language is important when you introduce yourself.

( ) 5. Eye contact will be helpful as well.

Listen to the passage and complete the following chart.

Course name _______________

Textbook written by _________________

Where to get the 
textbook

at the ____________ and the library

Evaluation based on

____________________________

homework

_________ grades

The kinds of tests 
given

! nal examination

______________

Practical Listening 

Vocabulary
applicant n. ฤ൩ට

résumé n. ०૦

apply for ฤ൩

Professor Evans is giving a 
brief introduction about his 
course to his students.

Situation
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Task 1
Listen to the following proverbs and try to memorise them.

1. A good beginning is half the battle.

ăۍጙࡼဒಽ᎖ࢀఎဪࡼੑ!

!
2. By doing we learn.

!ளጙူǈޠጙᒝă

!
3.  Every person has two educations, one which he receives from others, and one, 
more important, which he gives himself.

!ඛৈཽ࣒၊ೝᒬ୴Ꮉǈጙᒬᔈཽܰǈጙᒬৎᒮገࡼᔈᔈă

!
4. Friendship multiplies joys and divides grieves.

!ᎍፈభጲᐐᄗઢಘǈభጲॊ࡛ᎃߪă

!
5. Great hopes make great men.

!ᆖࡼࡍಯሯᐆᆖཽࡼࡍᇕă

!

Fun Listening C
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Task 2
Listen to the movie clip and supply the missing words. 

Ladies and gentlemen, I present the graduates 
of Harvard ______ School, Class of ______. I am 
personally very _______ to introduce this year�s class-
elected speaker. After getting off to a quite interesting 
start here at Harvard, she graduates today with an 
invitation to ______ one of Boston�s most prestigious 
law ______. I am sure we are going to see great things 
from her. Ladies and gentlemen, Elle ________.

This is a scene from the movie 
Legally BlondǄĖୱአൌॅටėǅ. 
A professor is introducing the 
student speaker, who is to give 
a speech at the graduation 
ceremony.

Situation


